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 Chhattisgarh consists of 5 Divisions with 28 Districts

 Chhattisgarh has one of highest shares of Scheduled Tribe (ST)

populations, accounting for about 10 percent of the STs in India, make

up 30.62% of the population

 The tribes are an important part of the state population and mainly

inhabit the dense forests of Bastar and other districts of South

Chhattisgarh

 Forests occupy 41.33% of the total area include wood, tendu

leaves, honey and lac. Approximately 3% is under very dense forest,

25.97% is moderately dense, 12.28% is open forest and 0.09% is scrub

 State is rich in minerals. It has the highest output of coal in the country

with second-highest reserves. It is third in iron ore production and first

in tin production. Limestone, dolomite and bauxite are abundant.

 The standard of living in State is extremely imbalanced. For example-

Bhilai has a literacy rate of 86%, while Bastar has a literacy rate of 54%

 State has an Education Index of 0.526 according to the 2011 NHDR

 State has an health index of 52.02 Out of 100
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It is a process,

 which is very essential for the wide application, utilization and up-
gradation of technology which has been developed

 that permits the flow of technology from a source to a receiver. The
source is the owner or holder of knowledge while the recipient is the
beneficiary of such knowledge

 by which Science and Technology is transferred from one individual
or group to another that incorporates this new knowledge into its
way of doing things

 of providing the technology developed from one organization for
other potentially useful purposes.

 of sharing of ideas, skills, knowledge, elsewhere developed
technologies, methods of manufacturing, facilities among two or
more persons / institutions

 It refers to the stage of transferring the system out of the laboratory /
field into pilot-scale in another area between donor and accepted one

 It is “a logical procedure” that controls the transfer of any process
together with its documentation and professional expertise between
two agencies / persons
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 Transfer of technology is very essential for the wide

application, utilization and up gradation of technology which

has been developed

 It is an easier way of adoption for sustainable growth of an

area, where the technology is suitable

 It can improve the lives of people in poor or disadvantaged

communities, while respecting their local environment.
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 Basically in two ways technology can be acquired: Develop it or

Purchase it

 Simply saying the second way of acquiring new technology is

commonly called as technology transfer
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The transfer of technology could happen in any of following
ways:

 Government labs to private sector firms

 Between private sector firms of same country

 Between private sector firms of different countries

 From academia to private sector firms

 Academia, Government and industry collaborations
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 Technology Transfer is helpful to develop dosage

forms in various ways as it provides efficiency in

process, maintains quality of product, helps to

achieve standardized process which facilitates cost

effective production

 Technology transfer is important for such research to

materialize on a larger scale for commercialization

especially in the case of developing product

 Technology transfer includes not only the patentable

aspects of production but also includes the business

processes, such as knowledge and skills
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Before taking a decision for the adoption of technology

of another area one should keep in mind that:

 The technology should be easily available and

adoptable by the concern

 It should be cheaper

 It should be useful in the longer time

 It should not be adverse to the environmental

conditions

 It should not be against local customs\

 It should be better than the existing practices

 There should be commendable socio – economic

development



All the fields wherever technology up gradation /
innovation is required for better socio economic
development, can be selected

The broad prime areas for technology transfer in
Tribal / Rural areas are:

 Agriculture

 Housing

 Health

 Water

 Energy

 Minor Forest Produce

 Rural Industry / Skill Development
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 The tribal population is basically dependent on Agriculture, Agriculture

activities and Minor Forest Produce

 For empowerment and to create additional income the technology transfer

existing else where is very essential

 Technology transfer in the methods of agriculture, cultivation pattern, farm

equipment and in other allied activities can be introduced

 Use of Bio-fertilizers, Blue Green Algee (BGA) Bio- fertilizers, Nadep

fertilizer, Vermi compost are the innovative technologies which can be

adopted in the present agriculture pattern

 Other allied activities are Dairy farming, Poultry farming, Goat farming,

Rabbit rearing, Aquaculture, leather tanning, Floriculture where technology

transfer can introduced

 Rabbits culture is a profitable farming. A she rabbit gives a birth of 30-40

rabbits in a year. These animals can be raised under fruit trees, house

backyards, and cottages without much investment. Normal verities can are

fur and meat varieties while Angora is the wool variety. The wool obtained

from Angora variety is very costly

 Low cost leather tanning includes Vegetable tanning tooling method used to

tan hides that utilizes organic materials, such as tree bark, instead of

chemicals. This is the process employed in the tanning of leather for the crisp,

clean tooling and stamping designs. Projects from vegetable tanned leather

include saddles, belts, wallets, bags, shoes etc.
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Floriculture
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Mushroom Cultivation

 Mushrooms have been valued throughout the world as both food and medicine
for thousands of years. They are a rich source of nutrition and form a major
chunk of health foods. The two most commonly grown species of mushroom in
India are white Button mushroom and Oyster mushroom. Most of the production
of white button mushroom in our country is seasonal.

 Yield of mushroom has increased as a result of introduction of improved
agronomic practices. Cultivation of the common white button mushroom requires
technical skill. It requires Compost Preparation , Spawning , Harvesting,
Preservation and marketing

Organic Farming

 With the growth in population and increasing pressure on land, the need
for intensive agriculture for enhancing production was recognized.

 Organic framing has been considered as an agricultural production
system that abides or excludes the use of synthetic fertilizers, pesticides,
growth regulators and feed additives. This system mostly depends on
locally available plant/animal resources, crop rotations, crop residues,
animal manures, legumes, green manures, organic waste and biological
control of pest and disease management for qualitative and quantitative
crop production
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 NADCOMPOST: A brick structure 10'x6'x3' is prepared with holes in the side walls to ensure for
supply of air during composting. It is filled with farm wastes, soil and cow dung and water is added to
maintain moisture between 60-75% . The tank is filled with soil, 16-18qtls, farm wastes 14-16qtls,
dung 1-1.2qtls. Water is added to moisture the material and upper layer is plastered with soil and
dung mixture. After 75-90 days of composting, microbial culture is added into the mixture. Compost
becomes ready for use within 110-120 days. One tank provides about 2.5-2.7 tons of compost sufficient
for one hectare land\

 VERMI COMPOST: Earthworms are used to prepare compost from farm and livestock wastes. Earth
worms continuously feed upon the organic residues and produce casts. This casts is generally termed
as vermi compost. Earth worms are usually rich in nutrients and organic matter and therefore serves
as a good source of manure for growing crops. Vermi compost contains N,1.0-1.5% P2O5, 0.2-1.0%
and K2O. 1-2% depending upon the raw materials used

 AMRIT SANJEEVANI: This is fermented preparation made up of cow dung 60kg, urea 3kg, single
super phosphate 3 kg. potash 1.0 kg. and ground nut cake 2 kg and water 200 liter. The mixture is
fermented for two days in a container. This material is sprayed over the crop two-three times in one
acre area

 PITCHER KHAD: This is a fermented preparation made from cow dung 15kg, cow urine 15 liter,
water 15 liter and Gud 250gms. Mixture is mixed in a container and covered with a cloth or gunny
begs. The material is fermented for 4-5 days. The fermented mixture is mixed with water 200liter and
sprayed over the EP crop in one acre area. Two -three sprays are sufficient for short duration crops

 BIO GAS SLURRY: Biogas slurry is good manure. Slurry is dried in solar drier. Dried slurry is
directly applied in fields

 GREEN MANURES: Several green manure crops provide sufficient organic matter and
nitrogen for growing crops. Dhaincha and Sunhamp are two most common green manure crops
normally used as a source of nutrients and organic matter. They have potential to supply 60-90
kg nitrogen within a period ranging between 45-60 days. Green manure also help in providing
large amount of easily decomposable organic matter to the soil which accelerate the nutrient
cycling processes and make available nutrients to the crops.
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 Technological assistance to people in alternative building technology to change

the social, economic and political position of the poor by providing low-cost

and eco-friendly housing technology using participatory, transparent and

gender-sensitive processes

 There is a need for cost-effective housing for the construction of core houses

within a budget of 10,000 Rupees per house for beneficiaries who were below

the poverty line

 Variety of techniques that were pioneered including rat trap bond walls, filler

slab roofing, brick jalli, patch-pointing and exposed brickwork

 Replacement of fired bricks by stabilized mud blocks decreases the cost of

burnt bricks

 Masonry work with lime and rice husk reduces the cost of cement

 Wall plastering with mud + husk + cow dung + coal tar is a cost effective with

high strength durable as long as 10 years

 They also experiment with renewable building materials such as bamboo as

reinforcement for the foundations with lime concrete

 Thatched or Country tiles roof on the frame work of bamboo and wooden ballis

reduces the cost of the roof



 Preparation of Mud Bricks : These can be prepared in usual practices without

burning them. The raw materials used for this process are Sand, Fly ash and

Cement. Produced bricks are strong, stable and have a good finishing

 Preparation of wall plaster : The plaster over mud walls gets eroded during rains,

which necessitates costly repairs. This can be made non-erodable by use of

bitumen cutback emulsion containing mixture of hot bitumen and kerosene oil.

The mixture is pugged along with mud mortar and wheat/rice straw. This mortar

is applied on mud wall surface in thickness of 12 mm. One or two coats of mud-

cowdung slurry (gobri) with cutback are applied after the plaster is dry.

 Preparation of Thatched Roof: Put wooden ballis on the walls at the top of the

roof, arrange frame work of bamboos, put thatch on the frame work, thie up the

thatch with the frame work

 Install low cost toilets
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LOW COST SANITARY NAPKINS

Health, though a common word to everybody, yet nutrition,

hygiene, cleanliness and other such synonymous words are

disappear from their routine life .Non affordable income, mere

chances of employment, drinking habits, location problem etc are

also few of the factors

The intervention relates to personal hygiene during menstrual cycle

for women. Significance on personal hygiene can be carried out

through low cost sanitary napkins

Hand Made Sanitary Napkins
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 A 120 cm tall palisade
structure of bamboo poles,
with the intervening spaces
woven into a wickerwork of
bamboo, and an inset made
out of a plastic film.

 It is filled with potable water
during the rainy season, after
which it is covered by an
opaque black plastic film.

 If the bamboo parts used in
constructing the tank are
chemically impregnated they
resist biodegradation and last
for even 10 years under
outdoor conditions.

Low cost Water Tank

Low Cost Water Tank



Low Cost Water Filter

 Designed by CSV, modified by PPSSS

 Very low cost around Rs. 600/- per Unit 

 Purified water is free of Iron Content

 Can be manufactured at local level involving 

SHG and local Potter

 Long last at least for six months

 After every six months only candle is to be changed which is 

around Rs 50/- only manufactured by local SHG

 The filter , not only provides clean drinking water, but is also a 

source of income for the potters and the engaged SHGs                 
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Low Cost Water Filter



 Cycle Operated Water Pump

Replaces use of electrical motor for lifting water

 ‘OPTER Two in One’ 

Bike for harvesting of water hyacinth from the ponds 
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 Smokeless and wood conserving stoves promise greater efficiency and less 

smoke, resulting in savings in time and labor, reduced deforestation, and 

significant health benefits

 Solar cookers are appropriate to some settings, depending on climate and 

cooking style

 Solar heaters

 Installation of Biogas plants

 Solar heaters

A traditional rural cook stove, made of unfired clay, has a very low

efficiency, it produces a lot of smoke and soot and it has a life of just a couple

of years. The scientific cook stoves not only have a high efficiency of about 25

percent but they also reduce the indoor air pollution
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Bio Gas

The traditional biogas technology, based on cattle dung, is useful only to

households having at least 6 to 8 heads of cattle. Because of the low rate of gas

generation per unit mass of dung and long reaction time of about 40 days, the

smallest domestic digester with volume of about 2000 liters is profitable.

The Bio Gas system: reduces fuel and labor cost , replaces fossil fuels into

cooking gas, disposes organic solid waste at the point of generation, produces

clean fuel in form of methane from organic waste

Bio Gas plant



Non Timber Forest Produce Processing

 Forest of area have number of non timber forest produce (NTFP) like

Madhuka indica (Mahua), Cassia tora (Tarota), Hibiscus subdariffa (Ambadi)

and Manjifera indica (Mango), Gums of different kinds, Tubers etc. At

present these products are sold in its raw form to a trader at very low rate.

However if the raw material is processed for preservation, product

diversification and value addition than the finished good can fetch handsome

income to an entrepreneur

 If good scientific techniques of manufacturing or processing NTFP are

passed on to the people living in the forest villages, it will open up new areas

of self employment to forest dwellers and / or farmers

 Science and Technological information will be helpful even in preventing

post harvest loss of NTFP during transit and in the storage room

 Processed and diversified products will fetch good price and trained

villagers will get better price for their processed products
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Bee Keeping & Honey Collection:

 Honey and wax is major forest product. Honey from Rock Bee is collected

from the forest villages across the country and sold to the trader at different

locations. However techniques used by them are destructive and violent

 Scientific methods evolve a set of appropriate and simple technologies which

are non destructive and non violent. Moreover honey can be extracted from

same bee hive from two to three folds

 The other method of getting honey is from Box Bee. These are domesticated

bees and can be reared at family level

 Scientific and sustainable method of collecting honey in non violent method
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Scientific Method of Rock Bee Honey Harvesting



Leaf Cup making

 The raw material sal leaves are abundantly found in the local forest

 By leaf cup making machines leaf cups, plates and thalis can be prepared

 leaf cups, plates and thalis

Bamboo Crafts

 Bamboos are abundantly available in forest patch

 Bamboo crafts like chairs, dewaan, flower pots, decorative items etc can be 

manufactured

Mahuva

 Mahuwa flowers can be utilized for making laddus which are very nutritious

Tamarind

 Instead of collection and export, if the tamarind flowers are used to prepare 

tamarind pulp and then export, it will fetch rather than more income
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Handmade Paper and Board

 In recent times due to phasing out of plastics from the market and because of
awareness amongst the people regarding the environmental issues people are
demanding more and more things made up of paper.

 In the developed nations people widely use paper bags. Also in India’s big and
not so big cities, the culture of using paper bags and eco friendly items is
popular.

 Thus there is a great possibility of creating decentralized production of things
which are derived from papers and boards, utility articles of the paper and
board such as File, Pad Files, Diary, Folders, Bags, Greeting Cards, Packets,
Letter Pad, Table Mat, Pen Box, False Ceiling, Doors, Furniture, Acoustic
Panels, Expansion Joint Pads, Dust Bins, File Containers etc.

 Many companies like Adidas, Nike etc provide their own branded bags for
carrying their branded items. However, now many shops are offering paper
bags (instead of polythene bags) to carry material purchased by a customer.
Such kind of bags can be manufactured by an enterprise which an entrepreneur
will establish after taking the training in the subject.

 Also seasonal demand is very high for decorative and useful items. For example
in marriage times, Deepawali and Holi festivals almost every family spends
sumptuous money for getting decorative items in their family.
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Some of the other fields, where technology transfer 
can be sorted out are:

 Basic computer training

 Formation of digital lockers

 House hold electrical appliances repairing

 Plumber activities

 Basic tailoring

 Dress designing

 Mechanized methods of Tasar reeling

 Extraction of Sisal fiber and manufacturing of 
artistic items

 Value addition in locally available  vegetables
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Potato Items

Masala Udyog

Tomato Ketchup
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Nadep preperation

Electrical training

Masonary

Masonary
Sewing



 Wrong selection of technology based on misjudgment while preparing a
technology transfer project

 The technology needs extensive adaptation to suit local conditions

 Transferor does not fully understand transferee needs

 Overestimation of the technological capabilities of the transferee by the
transferor thereby leading to unrealistic expectations on how well the
transferee can meet target

 Poor market demand forecasting by the transferee of the outputs to be
produced by using the transferred technology

 Problems during technology transfer implementation.

 Shortage of experienced technology transfer managers.

 Inability to achieve quality targets.

 Delay in obtaining supplementary materials, from the local environment,
needed for quick implementation

 High cost and poor quality of locally available materials needed to
implement the technology transferred

 Inadequate tracking of the technology during implementation

 Cost overrun due to poor implementation
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Some of the agencies associated with technology
transfer are

 Appropriate Rural technologies Institute (Aarati)

 CSIR Units like CBRI, CLRI, CFTRI etc

 Centre of Science for Villages

 Development of Alternative Technology and action for Rural
Development

 Sardar Patel Renewable Energy Research Institute

 National Innovation Foundation

 Integrated Rural Technology Centre

 Society for Technology and Development

 Centre of Bee Development

 Priyanshi Educational and Cultural Society

The details can be obtained from their respective websites
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Thank You
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